**PALESTINE LOGISTICS CLUSTER: GAZA RESPONSE**

**MARCH 2024**

**OVERALL OVERVIEW**

- **12** COORDINATION MEETINGS
- **107** PARTNERS SUPPORTED
- **19** IM PRODUCTS PUBLISHED

**STORAGE CAPACITY ASSESSMENT IN GAZA**

- **5,706 m³** RECEIVED FOR STORAGE
- **3,470 m³** TOTAL STORAGE CAPACITY IN GAZA
- **25** PARTNERS SUPPORTED WITH NOTIFICATION SERVICES

**PARTNERS SUPPORTED WITH LOGISTICS SERVICES**

- **RC; 2**
- **Gov; 1**
- **UN; 10**
- **INGO; 27**

**TOTAL 40**

**GAZA**

- **70 m²**
- **1,000 m²**
- **400 m²**
- **2,000 m²**

**Cargo Notification and shunting**

**JORDAN CORRIDOR**

- **2,798 mT** CARGO DISPATCHED
- **1,758 m³** RECEIVED FOR CONSOLIDATION

- **7** CONVOYS ORGANISED

- Convoy coordination from Amman to Gaza
- Common transport services for humanitarian convoys
- Common consolidation warehouse

**ARISH AUGMENTATION ERC**

- **x16**
- **x2**
- **x33**
- **x4**
- **x6**
- **x1**
- **x11**
- **x59**

- Maintenance and installation of Logistics equipment and assets
- Support in manifest preparation for UN/INGO trucks

**INFORMATION REPRESENTED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS BASED ON THE MOST ACCURATE DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM THE FIELD LOGISTICS CLUSTER STAFF SUPPORTING THE EMERGENCY OPERATION. IT MAY BE REVISED OR UPDATED AS NEW OR MORE COMPLETE DATA BECOMES AVAILABLE.**